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Flower Garden Hot Pads

Designed and woven by Malynda Allen
I love overshot patterned doubleweave because I can make beautiful patterns with a plain weave surface on a four-shaft 
loom. Doubleweave creates two layers of fabric, and I chose a heavy cotton yarn, so these hot pads are naturally thick 
enough to protect your hands and surfaces from pans straight from the oven or stove. Patterned doubleweave also makes 
reversible fabrics: one side dark with light patterning, and the other side light with dark patterning. You can turn any 
overshot draft into a four-shaft patterned doubleweave draft and weave it. 

For these hot pads, we will weave three different designs, each with a different treadling or tie-up. You may choose to 
weave two hot pads of each design or play with your own twill treadlings for one-of-a-kind pot holders. 

I have written this draft in overshot, and you may take it directly to loom as if it were a profile draft. Each dark thread 
represents two warp ends: one dark and one light, threaded on opposite shafts. It may sound complicated, but it is easier 
once you begin and see how it works.

MATERIALS
3/2 perle cotton in one dark and one light color, 550 yards 
each. I used Georgia Yarn Company in Natural, 325 yards 
for the warp and 225 yards for the weft; Valley Yarns in 
Sapphire, 325 yards for the warp and 225 yards for the 
weft. 

Yarn Substitution Note: You can substitute with 8/4 
unmercerized cotton with similar results.

EQUIPMENT
 ■ Wolf Pup LT or any 4-shaft loom with at least a 10" 

weaving width

 ■ 12 dent reed

 ■ two shuttles and bobbins

 ■ sewing needle and thread to match the yarn

 ■ sewing machine (optional but recommended)

PROJECT SPECS
Finished size: 6 hot pads, each 7-1/2" x 7-1/2"

Weave structure: overshot patterned doubleweave

Number of warp ends: 218 (109 per layer)

Warp length: 2-3/4 yards, including 9" for take-up and 27" 
for loom waste. This warp length allows 10-1/2" of warp 
length per hot pad.

Width in reed: 9-1/12"

EPI: 24 (12 per layer)

PPI: 22 (11 per layer)—you may need a heavy beat to get 
the correct number
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VARYING THE TIE-UP AND TREADLING
I changed the treadling of my hot pads for three different 
designs: I worked two hot pads each in Star treadling, Rose 
treadling, and Alternate treadling. If you prefer, you can 
change the tie-up for each pair and work Star treadling 
throughout the weaving, for hot pads that look like 
mine. (Some weaving programs call this approach "shaft 
shuffling.") If you change the tie-up and the treadling, or 
substitute other twill tie-ups or treadlings, your hot pads 
will come out with different designs. 

WARPING
Wind a warp 2-3/4 yards long, holding the light yarn and 
the dark yarn together, for a total of 218 ends (109 of each 
color). 

Warp the loom with your preferred method. Sley the reed 
with 1 end of dark yarn and 1 end of light yarn per dent. 
Thread the heddles according to the profile draft.

Remember:

 ■ When the draft shows a warp end on A, thread a   
dark end on shaft 1, followed by a light end on shaft 3.

 ■ When the draft shows a warp end on B, thread a dark 
end on shaft 2, followed by a light end on shaft 4.

 ■ When the draft shows a warp end on C, thread a dark 
end on shaft 3, followed by a light end on shaft 1.

 ■ When the draft shows a warp end on D, thread a dark 
end on shaft 4, followed by a light end on shaft 2.

Weave a header with two colors of scrap yarn using a 
simple straight twill treadling. As you work the header, 
check both sides of the weaving for threading errors.

WEAVING
Note: I wove two hot pads in Star treadling, two in Rose 
treadling, and two in the Alternate treadling. You can 
change the tie-up instead if you prefer.

Always follow a dark pick with a light pick, as shown in the 
profile draft. Weave following the draft. Weave 4 picks in 
contrasting yarn for a cutting line (two picks per layer of 
cloth).

After you weave the last hot pad, weave several picks with 
scrap yarn to secure the weft.
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NOTE
I changed the treadling of my hot pads for three different 
designs. If you prefer, you can change the tie-up for each 
pair and work Star treadling throughout the weaving, for 
hot pads that look like mine. (Some weaving programs call 
this approach "shaft shuffling.")
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FINISHING
1. Cut the weaving from the loom. Secure the weft with 

zigzag stitching at each end of the warp. If you prefer, 
cut the warp ends long and tie overhand knots.

2. Machine-wash the weaving and tumble dry until damp. 
Press and allow the weaving to dry completely.

3. Cut the hot pads apart at the contrasting yarn picks. 
Remove the contrasting yarn.

4. To hem, fold the raw edges of each layer to the inside 
and press. Slipstitch the folded edges together. Press 
again. 
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